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LONDON SCHOOL OF TRENDS

Every filament of this modern civilisation is intertwined
with a rich heritage and ancestry of cultural assimilation
and style. Fashion is the very core of the world as we
know it, and we at LST bring you the perfect opportunity
to

hone

your

skills

and

gain

the

knowledge

to

be

a

stalwart in the field of your passion. We offer a variety
of

uniquely

designed

campus,

residential

and

online

courses on fashion, lifestyle, interior design, and many
more! We at LST pride ourselves in giving aspirants the
wings to succeed. The school is built on the very belief
that

if

one

follows

their

passion,

opportunities

are

innumerable. We instil the deep seeds of fashion, quality
culture and style in our students. Our specially curated
courses enable our students and aspiring artists to find
the voice in their artform. Every individual who wants to
mould their career in the industry of fashion, we at LST
welcome you with open arms.
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LONDON SCHOOL OF TRENDS

ABOUT US!
London School of Trends is a premier
institution offering its knowledge and catering
to the needs of talented minds for over two
decades. The founder, Dhananjay Somra, is a
fashion entrepreneur who has built his brand
with the vision that art has infinite
possibilities. There is no set formula for any
individual. Every individual has an artistic
journey and narrative. And here at LST, we
guide them to achieve their fullest potential.
With rich industry knowledge and experience
and a world-class faculty, we are proud to
have persuade minds that have become
leading names in the fashion industry.

LST has spread its wings with unique
collaborations and offerings across the globe,
allowing students to learn from short courses
in London in Fashion & design to varied online
courses across the world.

The teaching methodology amplifies studentteacher interaction with project-based
assignments and hands-on practical training.
The school propounds a symbiotic environment
where students are encouraged to think freely
and explore innumerable possibilities to create
art in their field of choice. The students have
an insight into an experiential curriculum, and
introspection of how the industry works at the
west, equipping them for the real world of the
fashion and design industry. LST also offers an
exclusive opportunity where students and
fashion enthusiasts can witness fashion weeks
at the Fashion Hot Spots of the world; New
York, London, Milan and Paris. The first fashion
school to ever pioneer and create a curated
experience for their students and fashion
enthusiasts across the world to be able to
witness the avalanche of fashions' best.
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"DESIGN IS THE
INTERMEDIARY
BETWEEN
INFORMATION AND
UNDERSTANDING."
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THE
DIRECTOR

I am pleased to welcome you as a student at London School of Trends. We aim to
provide excellent education opportunities by offering the higher standards of
teaching in a friendly and professional manner. We hope you enjoy your course and
take advantage of the wider opportunities offered by the college.

This Prospectus has been prepared to provide an easy reference guide to you. It
has answers to some questions about the college, the campus, campus courses,
online courses and will also provide you information about our faculties.

I hope you will find your time at London School of Trends enjoyable and rewarding.
I wish you success with your studies.
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ABOUT CAMPUS
THE LIFE...

LST is located at the heart of central London, amidst the bustling streets of
Camden Town. The campus is in sync with the strong cultural influence of its
locale. The artistic aesthetics of the streets, the energetic vibe of the people
mixed with just the right amount of Punk, Rock and Roll and Architecture makes
the campus even more interesting at the music capital of the UK.

The campus is ordained with all the necessary facilities including a phenomenal cafeteria. The Hostel
for

Residential

Canal,

explore

Students
the

is

located

Camden

close

market,

visit

to
the

the

campus.

famous

The

eateries

students
on

the

can

take

streets,

a

take

walk
a

along

musical

the

tour,

understand the rich history of the place, pub it up in Camden style and even go to Primrose Hill for
some peace and tranquillity. We even offer a pool facility for students to decompress after a long
productive day at work. The campus is lively with colour, music, and art. If you are looking for a one of
a kind experience to cherish your entire life, this campus is your home.

IN THE SPOTLIGHT
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|
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Why
study
with us?
Talent is the Fabric on which we weave our work. Our name and work are synonymous with the fashion
Industry. We present a platform for artists, art enthusiasts and students to hone their skills and gain the world of
knowledge from acclaimed professors and industry specialists. With an engaging Academic curriculum and a
great work culture, we create a safe space for students to transform into artists. Our professional yet personal
approach towards every student makes us the most trusted school of fashion. We believe in our work and instil
the same culture in our students. We at LST, bring you an amalgamation of courses that help you understand
your true calling and develop your skills and give wings to the artist in you. We take immense pride in working
with the best in business and delivering the right exposure of the industry to everyone who is a part of LST. Our
internships and courses are specially curated to give each pupil a holistic understanding of the industry, a true
taste of being empowered and do what they are passionate about the most. We at LST, bring all your fashion
aspirations to come alive.
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MEET THE
TEAM
JOSEPH TORONKA - FASHION & PERSONAL STYLING
Tutor for Fashion & Personal Styling at LST, Joseph has been
working in the fashion industry for over 15 years. He studied for a
degree in Product development for Fashion at the London College
of Fashion. He proceeded to work in Fashion PR for brands
including YSL and Jasper Conran. He then focused his career on
the creative imagery industry working worldwide as a fashion and
celebrity stylist with agency representation in the UK, Europe and
USA.

SARA CORKER - INTERIOR DESIGN & STYLING
Tutor for Interior Design & Styling at LST, Sara has been working in
the design industry for 23 years. She trained at the American
Intercontinental University in London. Sara is a qualified teacher, a
trained Colour Therapist and Project Manager. She alternates
between working with an online Interior design company, teaching
and writing courses, and mentoring students at UAL Chelsea
College. She regularly writes articles for the Industry and is a
Member of the British Institute of Interior Design (BIID).

FABIO CIQUERA - LUXURY BRAND MANAGEMENT
Tutor of Luxury Brand Management and Strategic Fashion
Communication at LST, Fabio spent the past fifteen years in
London, where he worked in communication departments of major
brands like Gian Franco Ferre', the Chanel Group and Zilli. His
focus shifted to publishing in the mid-noughties. Fabio serves as
Communication Director at Upstreet Magazine, launched Plastique
Magazine and worked on a pioneering online project, Imagine
Fashion, the first video luxury Magazine.
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CINZIA MORETTI
Tutor for Interior Design & Styling at LST, Sara has been working in
the design industry for 23 years. She trained at the American
Intercontinental University in London. Sara is a qualified teacher, a
trained Colour Therapist and Project Manager. She alternates
between working with an online Interior design company, teaching
and writing courses, and mentoring students at UAL Chelsea
College. She regularly writes articles for the Industry and is a
Member of the British Institute of Interior Design (BIID).

SARAH MANNING
Tutor for Visual Merchandising at LST, Sarah has 20 years Visual
Merchandising experience working for London stores; Harrods,
Selfridges and Marks & Spencer. Sarah holds a distinction in PG
Cert in Higher Education.Sarah has had her own freelance Visual
Merchandising Company since 2006, working for clients who
include; Harvey Nichols, Jaeger, Zara, Evans Cycles, GHD, Hasbro,
Hallmark, John Smedley, Triumph Lingerie, Braun, Kenwood and
Delonghi.

PETE AVERY
Pete Avery is a multi-media art director working at a high level in
advertising, editorial and TV for over 25 years,and in 2018 was
recognised as such by being inducted as a Fellow Of The Royal
Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and
Commerce. He has enabled brand recognition, product launches
and sales growth for businesses of all sizes, from start-ups to Ebay
& Volvo. Pete has developed strategic insight workshops & sprints
and the implementation of campaigns and content creation. He is
a consultant & mentor on branding and marketing at the University
of West London, UK and has worked with brands worldwide.
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GOOD ART
INSPIRES;
GOOD DESIGN
MOTIVATES.
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Come
Join Us,
Now!
We at LST, help give wings to your
artistic calling. We create artists. If
you are creatively inclined and wish
to have a successful career in the
fashion industry, we will give you the
tools to make your dreams come
true. Enrol yourself in our specially
curated courses and make your
aspirations come to life. Our
Application process and
documentation process are
uncomplicated and efficient. If you
are eligible for the program, you will
receive active communication from
our team. We take immense pride in
our work, and we have faith that
with our able guidance, you will be
able to make a mark in the beautiful
Fashion world. Hope to see you
soon at LST!
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Campus
Courses
What would it mean to be in the heart of the fashion industry and study there?LST offers a
wide range of short courses held over one month to teach young minds and create artists
out of them. We have a residential or a non-residential program befitting the needs of our
students.LST believes that art has infinite possibilities, and each individual has their journey
to achieve their creative destiny. We give you the means to channelize and find direction to
their true calling.
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FASHION STYLING

INTERIOR DESIGN &
STYLING

LUXURY BRAND
MANAGEMENT

Style is the essence of fashion.

To be able to understand the

Luxury Branding is about telling

It makes or breaks a star. Style

semantics of spaces and create

the story of a Brand, letting the

creates an image and an

aesthetically pleasing

consumer know about its

image is everything. This

environment for people in those

heritage and journey. This

course entails a holistic

spaces is the core of Interior

course takes a strategic view of

understanding of the role of a

designing.

understanding the dynamism of

stylist in the fashion industry.

Course type: Campus
Learning
Duration: 4 Weeks
Fees: £3500

this industry.

Course type: Campus
Learning
Duration: 4 Weeks
Fees: £3500

Course type: Campus
Learning
Duration: 4 Weeks
Fees: £3500
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4

5

FASHION MARKETING
& ENTREPRENEURSHIP

VISUAL
MERCHANDISING

Fashion Marketing and

Visual Merchandizing is about

Entrepreneurship represents the

creating magic with your product.

"behind the scenes", the business

The idea is to create a

side of fashion, the commercial

representation of a theme a product

aspect of a brand that determines

or decor in order to visually entice

its success, along with its

the consumer.

creativity.

Course type: Campus Learning
Duration: 4 Weeks
Fees: £3500

Course type: Campus Learning
Duration: 4 Weeks
Fees: £3500
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Online
Courses
Get the London Classroom experience at home!
In addition to our London-based Campus-based courses, London School of Trends also
offers 11 online courses available in all countries to study at your leisure over 12 months. All
you need is access to the internet, and you'll get unlimited course access alongside
mentorship from our team.

1

2

3

FASHION &
PERSONAL STYLING

INTERIOR DESIGN &
STYLING

LUXURY BRAND
MANAGEMENT

The essence of fashion lies in

To be able to understand the

We teach the secrets of how to

Style. This online course

language of spaces and create

optimise optics to positvely

teaches you everything about

beautiful environments is the art

affect customer behaviour and

being a fashion and personal

of being an interior designer. We

create loyal brand ambassadors.

stylist from our industry expert

here at LST offer you just the

If you have the desire to become

tutors. We create and train

right guidance to help you

a luxury brand manager, but

artists at our London based

become the architect of your

need the motivation and insight

campus, we now bring the

imagination and bring to action

as to how to strategise your way

classroom experience to your

your fullest potential.

towards success, then consider

homes.

Level: Beginner
Duration: 4 Weeks
Certificate:
£99.00

taking our E-learning course.

Level: Beginner
Duration: 10 Weeks
Certificate:
£199.00

Level: Beginner
Duration: 10 Weeks
Certificate:
£299.00
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LUXURY WEDDING
PLANNER

FASHION
PHOTOGRAPHY

FASHION
BLOGGING

A wedding planner has a magic

We at LST help you get the best

If you understand every detail of

wand to create everlasting

training to know the

fashion and are a digital creator

memories. They say it takes a

quintessence of fashion

or aspire to be known for your

village to plan a wedding, but

photography. If you understand

fashion point of view, this is the

we at LST make you a one-man

frames and are aesthetically

course for you. At LST we teach

self-equipped army to plan

inclined towards fashion and

you the quintessence of being a

extravagant weddings with no

love to use your camera, this is

Fashion Blogger!

sweat!

the course tailored for you!

Level: Beginner
Duration: 10 Weeks
Certificate:
£299.00

Level: Beginner
Duration: 10 Weeks
Certificate:
£49.00

Level: Beginner
Duration: 5 Weeks
Certificate:
£299.00

7

8

9

VISUAL
MERCHANDISING

FASHION
COMMUNICATION

HAIR & MAKEUP +
BRIDAL

This specially modelled course

The course develops the

If you have a knack for skincare

in LST gives you the gamut of

relationship between the

and understand make-up, if you

knowledge you need to excel

strategic approaches to modern

love to play dress-up, LST has

in your business. Give this

communication for fashion and

just the right course for you! Our

course a shot and learn from

brand awareness as a key factor

Hair and make-up + Bridal

the industry best the art to

for the longevity of brands.

programme makes you an expert

visually manifest and express

in understanding the basics of

merchandise and make it an

make-up and hair styling and

art form in itself!

also give you a significant
amount of learning to specialize
in Bridal Hair and Make-up.

Level: Beginner
Duration: 6 Weeks
Certificate:
£299.00

Level: Beginner
Duration: 10 Weeks
Certificate:
£400.00

Level: Beginner
Duration: 9 Weeks
Certificate:
£299.00
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10
INTERIOR DESIGN
SPECIALISATION
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12
LEARN FROM
MANISH MALHOTRA

To be able to understand the

If you love fabrics and

language of spaces and create

understand designs and would

beautiful environments is the art

love to be the architect of

of being an interior designer. We

beautiful clothes, the fashion

here at LST offer you just the

designing course from Manish

right guidance to help you

Malhotra is your one-stop

become the architect of your

mantra!

imagination and bring to action
your fullest potential.

Level: Intermediate
Duration: 22 Weeks
Certificate:
£449.00

Level: Beginner
Duration: 9 Weeks
Certificate:
£120.00

Certificate of

COMPLETION
Upon the successful completion of the Online Course, students
will recieve a certificate of completion from LST. LST is
accredited by the British Accreditation Council
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CAREER
We are in the business of making artists.
So if you think you got it in you to be a
part of a culture that breathes art and
can contribute toward nourishing young
minds and help them achieve their full
potential, you are welcome onboard.

Drop us your CV at enquiries@lst.ac

If your calling matches ours, we'll get
back to you in a flash.
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SHORT APPLICATION FORM
Please complete all of the following personal details

FIRST NAME

SURNAME

PHONE

EMAIL ADDRESS

DATE OF BIRTH

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN

GENDER

DO YOU HAVE A VALID UK VISA?

COURSE APPLIED FOR

PREFERRED COURSE DATE

WHY HAVE YOU CHOSEN THIS COURSE?
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WANT TO STUDY
WITH US?
CONTACT US

Phone Number:

Office Address

Email Address:

+44(0)20 7096 1142

Level -2/5, 34 Chalk

enquiries@lst.ac

Farm Road Camden,
London - NW18AJ
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